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Chapter 251 

Because this time Ye Lu was walking to kick out the martial arts schools one by one, and at the beginning 

Ye Lu had a group of people with him, seeing such a large group of people moving together, and people 

carrying cameras, so many people who love to watch the fun followed. 

With the enthusiasm of the people watching, the group was growing rapidly, but of course the people 

from the “Southern Martial Arts School” and “Northern Martial Arts School” were not calm. 

Because this time Ye Lu did not follow the order of the Southern and Northern schools, but fought one 

by one along the road, and whichever one they came across was the one they would take. 

According to Dokgo Ao, the purpose of these people coming to the capital was not to open some 

“martial arts school”, but to cause trouble or to divide the two schools of thought, so Ye Lu was not 

under any pressure to pick on these people. 

In the conference room of the “Southern School of Martial Arts”, many of the “school masters” and the 

“transmission elders” were present. 

“Elder, what should we do next? That Mr. Luo has already overturned five gyms in a row, and just now, 

he defeated a ‘second level master’, and it’s like he can’t be stopped anymore.” 

“Yes, now he has gone on a rampage, even if there are no martial arts schools with first or second level 

masters, he will still challenge them, and the way to do that is to get all the disciples of the ‘God 

Harmony Realm’ to join him, and now there are thousands of people following him. If he refuses, he will 

be scolded by everyone.” 

At this point, another ‘school master’ said. 

“But it’s not all bad, the martial arts schools along the way, whether it’s our ‘Southern School’ martial 

arts school or their ‘Northern School’ martial arts school, are all waiting. They are all waiting to see who 

can be the first to snipe Mr. Luo, and the ‘Northern School Martial Arts’ has already put out the word 

that whichever side of us can win against Mr. Luo, this martial arts competition will be considered a win 

for whichever side, and they are asking if we agree to this proposal.” 

They asked if we would agree to this proposal.” The “Transmission Elder” thought for a moment and 

then sighed. 

“Well, we agree to their proposal, no one expected that our trip to the capital would end up like this, I 

feel that even if we win, we will still lose face!” 

“Who the hell is this Mr. Luo?” 

“I really regret that I shouldn’t have messed with that ‘Iron Blood Martial School’ in the first place, it’s 

not like we can really afford to mess with the Dokgo family, and now we’ve invited such a thing, there’s 

no way to end this.” 

“Ai! Who would have known in the first place, didn’t that Dokku Ao break away from the Dokku family, 

and he’s not of high cultivation, I didn’t know such a guy would pop up!” 



“It’s come to this point, let’s watch quietly.” 

…… 

The situation was similar in the “Northern School of Martial Arts”, where everyone was discussing while 

waiting for news. 

“Old Wu, your ‘Five Elements Boxing School’ has been overturned too, it’s the fourth one, right?” 

“Yes, take your time, the ‘Southern School’ side is also the fourth one, right, there are dozens more 

behind it anyway, I just don’t believe it, is he made of iron.” 

“Yes, we’ll tire him out.” 

“If you say that, it’ll look like we’re out of class.” 

“Uh! Does that mean that we’re high class?” 

“Okay, you win.” 

…… 

With that, news of Ye Lu’s kick-off was coming in. 

“‘Tiger and Crane Double Action Fist School’ has been picked over.” 

“‘The Great Sword King’s House’ was defeated.” 

“‘Qingcheng Fist School’ has fallen.” 

“‘Fu Hu Fist House’ also failed to stop their opponent.” 

…… 

One by one, news of the defeat of one boxing school came in, and in the morning, Ye Lu had already 

picked over twelve martial arts schools, until noon when it was time to eat. 

“Ye Lu, isn’t your progress a bit too fast, you weren’t this strong yesterday, were you?” 

While eating, Jasmine looked at Ye Lu and asked with some confusion. 

Ye Lu smiled and said. 

“It’s thanks to the ‘Super Extreme Luminous Stone’ that you brought for me, ah, here, this is the elixir I 

made for you yesterday, you’re not at the Innate Realm yet, right, take the elixir and cross over to the 

Innate Realm first, when I’ve made the ‘Pulse Charge Pill’ , I will help you break through to the 

‘Nourishing Pulse Realm’ in one go, however, you have to raise your cultivation to the late stage of the 

‘Placental Breath Realm’ first before you can do so.” 

After this morning’s vicious battle, Ye Lu’s sixth strand of aura had become completely stronger, which 

made him extremely satisfied. 

At this moment, in the Long Family, Long Ao was looking at Long Feixue with a surprised expression. 



Because he found that the wound left on Long Feixue’s back this morning had actually scabbed over and 

fallen off, and had already healed to a great extent. 

And the most important thing was another point, that was, this was a confinement room, which was 

completely closed, and how did Long Fei Xue treat her wounds when everything on her body had been 

taken away before? 

I could smell the scent of medicine from her body, which meant that some kind of medicine should have 

been used, where did she get her medicine? 

“Did anyone come here before I came?” 

Long Ao said towards the door. 

The two men in charge of guarding the doorway immediately said quickly. 

“No, it was our two shifts this morning, absolutely no one else would have entered here.” 

Long Ao nodded, he did not doubt the words of these two people, because Long Feixue was just a son of 

a side line, those who were here were all the children of the first line of the family and the core 

geniuses, these people should not have any interactions or friendships with Long Feixue. 

“You have a storage magic weapon on you?” 

Long Ao asked as he looked at Long Feixue with somewhat contracted pupils. 

He didn’t know why Long Fei Xue could even get her hands on such a thing, it wasn’t as simple as being 

odd anymore. 

“Who the hell is this Mr. Luo? Could it be a god?” 

Long Ao muttered in his heart, he was indeed stunned by the series of things that had happened to Long 

Feixue. 

However, Long Feixue was stubborn and did not say anything. 

Long Ao glanced at Long Feixue’s body for a moment before stopping at Long Feixue’s jewellery. 

After all, Long Ao didn’t care about these jewels before, as Long Feixue’s cultivation level was too low, 

even if she had magic weapons on her body, she wouldn’t be a threat, but he never thought that there 

were “space magic weapons” here. 

“Take off all the jewellery for me.” 

Long Ao quickly issued an order. 

The two women quickly took off all the jade jewellery on Long Fei Xue’s body. Amongst all the jewellery, 

only the jade bracelet stood out because all the other jewellery was imperial green jade, but not this 

one. 

Long Ao picked up the jade bracelet and looked at it, it was indeed a magic weapon. He transferred his 

“astral energy” into the magic weapon and found that there were indeed pills, a mobile phone and some 

other things in this “spatial magic weapon”. 



This bracelet is only a “mortal” magic weapon, it can’t be claimed, and there is no way to leave the 

authentication breath, of course, with Long Fei Xue’s cultivation, even if she did the true qi 

authentication, it would be easily erased by Long Ao. 

“Did Mr. Luo give you this too?” 

Long Ao asked as he took out the phone from Long Feixue’s bracelet. 

Long Feixue still didn’t say anything. 

Long Ao then gestured to the two females beside him. 

“Restrain her for me and prepare to fight.” 

The two women immediately restrained you Long Feixue, while the woman with the whip pulled a 

beautiful whip flower. 

At this moment, outside the Long family villa, a son of the Long family was talking somewhat anxiously 

to the family butler at the door. 

“Uncle Jade, I really have an urgent matter to find the family head, that what’s-his-name ‘Mr. Luo’ is not 

to be messed with, if we provoke him, our family will be out of luck.” 

As a result, Uncle Jade casually waved his hand and said. 

“Don’t be alarmist, our Dragon Family has feared no one, it’s because of you spineless sons and 

daughters that our Dragon Family has fallen into decline, get lost!” 

After saying that, he closed the door. 

Having eaten the closed door, the face of that Dragon Family’s disciple also changed. 

“Sh*t! Damn you, I came to remind you guys with good intentions, I originally thought I would be 

rewarded, but I ended up treating me like this, I won’t serve.” 

After saying that, he went into a shop next to the villa and waited to see what was going on. 

At this time, Long Ao said politely to Ye Luo on WeChat. 

“Mr. Luo, right, I am the family head of Long Fei Xue, our Long family wants you to help us refine some 

pills and magic weapons, do you think it’s okay?” 

This address and tone of voice was already quite low for Long Ao. 

Immediately, Ye Luo replied. 

“Yes, I am Mr. Luo, it’s not a big deal, but you should let Long Feixue speak to me personally.” 

Long Ao looked at Long Feixue, then said. 

“Can’t you give me a face?” 

Ye Luo then said. 



“I don’t even know you, so what’s the point of giving face, as long as Long Feixue asks, I will naturally say 

yes, you won’t do anything to Long Feixue, will you?” 

The other party refused to let Long Fei Xue speak, which alerted Ye Lu to the situation. 

Hearing Ye Luo’s words, Long Ao’s arrogant character flared up again as he glared and said. 

“I’m already giving you face by talking like this, don’t eat your punishment even if you respect the wine, 

you have to help even if you don’t today, otherwise you’ll have to weigh the consequences yourself.” 

After saying that, he gestured and then opened the WeChat video recording function. 

Immediately, Ye Luo saw a small video sent over, in which Long Feixue was restrained by two women, 

and then another woman wielded a whip on Long Feixue’s round buttocks, each whip splitting the skin 

and dripping blood. 

“Sh*t!” 

Ye Luo “bang!” With a slap on the table, he stood up. 
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Ye Luo did not expect the Long family to be so brutal and unreasonable, this obviously did not treat Long 

Fei Xue as a member of the family ah, and did not put himself in his eyes. 

Indeed, Long Ao just didn’t put Mr. Luo in his eyes. 

Because Long Ao had asked about Mr. Luo before, Long Fei had competed with Mr. Luo, and he felt that 

Mr. Luo’s cultivation level was definitely not more than “Xiantian Realm”. 

He had also watched the video of Mr. Luo riding a bicycle, and indeed he did not use “astral energy” or 

anything like that. 

Therefore, he decided that Mr. Luo’s cultivation level should be below “Zong Shi”. 

“The afternoon kick-off will have to be cancelled.” 

Ye Luo turned to Jasmine and said. 

“Later, you can tell those people for me that I have an urgent matter, the kickboxing will continue 

tomorrow, I’ll leave first.” 

After saying that, Ye Luo turned around and left. 

Jasmine, on the other hand, was a little worried and asked. 

“Ye Luo, what’s wrong, do you want me to help?” 

Although her cultivation level was not high, she was still a member of the clan, and in the secular world, 

people above the “clan master” level basically had some knowledge of the clan. 

Ye Lu waved his hand and said. 



“No, just protect yourself.” 

After saying that, he rushed towards the villa where the Long family’s head was located, which was the 

location of his mobile phone. 

And inside the villa, that housekeeper, Uncle Yu, thought for a moment or walked up to Long Ao’s side 

and said. 

“Long Ao, just now a family member came over and said that ‘Mr. Luo’ is not to be messed with, will 

there be any chaos?” 

Long Ao’s then shook his head and said casually. 

“What kind of chaos could there be, could he still be a Grandmaster? Besides, even if he is a Patriarch, 

with our ancestral secret arts, he is no match unless his realm is even higher than mine.” 

Uncle Yu thought about it and agreed. 

The Dragon Family, as one of the Four Great Ancient Martial Arts Families, certainly had its own cards. 

Although the bloodline was already very thin, for those who had crossed the “Patriarch” level and had a 

certain degree of bloodline purity, they could still use some of the family’s divine abilities. 

So, Uncle Yu nodded and turned around to go back to the gate. 

Near the gate, that Dragon Family scion had already seen Ye Lu get off the car. 

He hurriedly and somewhat gloatingly ran out of the shop and then watched from afar. 

Ye Luo walked quickly to the entrance of the Long family villa, then without saying anything, he directly 

used the “Greatest Fist of Power” on the door. 

“Boom!” 

With just one punch, the door flew up like a kite and then smashed directly into the window of the villa 

building far away, showing how powerful this angry punch was. 

Uncle Yu, who was in the doorman’s room with his cup of tea, was already stunned by the blow. 

“Is this …… this Mr. Luo?” 

He immediately realised that something was wrong, the power of this punch was obviously not 

something that an “Innate Realm” practitioner could deliver. 

After that, Ye Luo said coldly. 

“People from the Dragon Family, come out and lead them to death.” 

After saying that, he strode in. 

This strike was so loud that all the Long Family’s disciples in the area were startled. The Long Family’s 

villa was actually more appropriately described as a villa area, because apart from the main building, 

there were also various other buildings including the “Cultivation Field” and the “Martial Hall”, which 

were the places where the Long Family’s most core disciples trained. 



So, “Huzzah!” A large group of the Long Family’s disciples rushed out, and of course Uncle Yu could no 

longer leisurely drink tea, he also came out. 

“You are Luo ……” 

Uncle Yu looked at Ye Luo and said, however, before he could finish his words, Ye Luo interrupted him 

coldly and said. 

“Seeing that you are old, I won’t beat you, don’t come and mess with me and don’t talk nonsense.” 

With those words, he had already darted towards the Dragon Family’s children who had rushed out. 

The worst cultivation level of the Long family’s sons here was at the “Pulse Raising Realm”, so they all 

thought highly of themselves, and instead of swarming together, they let one of their sons meet them 

alone. 

However, this guy flew far away before he could even let out a fart, and Ye Luo had already rushed close 

to him. 

“Holy f*ck!” 

“Sh*t!” 

“Day!” 

…… 

When they saw this scene, they all picked up their weapons, but in front of the furious Ye Lu, none of 

these guys were a match for him, and the “Greatest Fist of Power” was so fierce and violent that a large 

number of people were killed in an instant. 

Uncle Yu, who originally wanted to go forward, swallowed at the sight of this scene and then wisely 

chose to take a step back. 

“What kind of monster is this!” 

Uncle Yu stared wide-eyed at Ye Lu who was like a tiger entering a flock of sheep. 

He suddenly regretted that the family’s son had not been talking nonsense. 

The Long family’s son, who was watching from outside the door, laughed gleefully. 

“You people are still arrogant, you act like you are unbeatable all day long, you completely look down on 

us, the side disciples, and now you know the consequences of being empty-minded.” 

Long Ao also looked at the scene with a dumbfounded expression. 

Mr. Luo’s power had already exceeded his imagination, ravaging a “Combined God Realm” was just like 

ravaging a child. 

He quickly jumped down from the stairs and shouted at Ye Lu. 

“I’m Long Ao, come at me if you have anything to do.” 



Ye Luo turned and looked at him, then said coldly. 

“Don’t worry, it will be your turn in a moment, today not only is it your Long family, it’s this family of 

yours that I will help you tear down.” 

As Ye Luo spoke, he sent a Dragon Family’s son flying out with a punch like a kite. 

“How dare you!” 

When he saw that Ye Luo was actually so ruthless, Long Ao shouted. 

Ye Luo then smiled and said. 

“I’ve always been bold, I don’t need you to remind me.” 

With those words, he had already chased towards the side of the building, because after the battle they 

had just had, the children of the Dragon Family were already completely scared, they didn’t dare to get 

attached to the battle had long since started to scatter and run away. 

“Boom!” 

When he reached the side of the building, Ye Lu didn’t hit anyone, instead he swung his fist and blasted 

at the building. 

Dark energy rushed in and a wall fell with a “Boom!” followed by another wall, it looked like Ye Lu was 

serious, he was going to tear down the entire Long family today. 

“Bastard!” 

When had Long Ao ever suffered such an insult, his eyes were wide with anger and he had already gone 

mad with hatred for Ye Lu. 

Following that, he rushed towards Ye Luo’s direction, however, Ye Luo’s figure was already hidden in the 

building, while booms rang out in the building one after another. 

“Boom!” 

By the time Long Ao rushed into the building, it had already collapsed with a bang, he hurriedly flew 

back and rushed out of the building again, however, he was still dusty from the collapsing dust. 

“I said that I would push your Dragon Family today, and I will do it.” 

Ye Luo jumped to the top of the collapsed ruins looking at Long Ao who was full of beard and his face 

was all a bit green, said. 

“Good! Good! Good!” 

Long Ao said three good words in a row after he became furious, then his beard and hair spread out and 

his body glowed, obviously having pushed his power to the limit. 

“Today, I will let you come back without a return.” 

After saying this, Long Ao rushed forward like a flyer. 



He was a “Second Level Grandmaster” and his martial arts techniques were fierce, and he used the 

“Nine Stances of Dragon Fist”, which was also a wide open and closed style. 

“Boom!” 

“Boom!” 

“Boom!” 

…… 

The two men attacked one after another, fist to fist, each blow carrying a huge impact, and the ruins 

were suddenly filled with sand and smoke. 

And the more Long Ao fought, the more frightened he became. 

He found that his “Dragon Fist” could only match his opponent’s. His opponent’s fierce and fierce fist 

technique was obviously of a very high level. 

“It looks like it’s hard to handle him with ordinary attacks.” 

Thinking of this, Long Ao let out a loud shout, followed by a fierce increase in his aura, it was the unique 

bloodline power of the Dragon Family, called “Hyper Dragon has Regrets”, this was also considered a 

real use of the bloodline power. 

Ye Lu also clearly felt the increase in his opponent’s power. 

“It looks like it’s time to use some of the best moves.” 

The opponent was a Second Level Grandmaster and a Second Level Grandmaster expert, so he had to 

get serious, and he quickly released the “Ghostly Inferno”. 

“Boom!” 

The blow with the flame attribute hit Long Ao’s fist hard. 
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“Hiss!” 

Long Ao was not wearing gloves, and his skin immediately burned with a sound after this blow, while the 

pain that burnt his heart made him frown. 

“What kind of fire is this?” 

Long Ao was startled by this kind of flame, because he had never seen a flame of this particular colour 

before, whether it was released by True Qi, Innate True Qi or Astral Qi, the flames were all white and 

slightly yellowish, this kind of blue flame he had never seen before. 

“Could it be a ‘Golden Dan’ stage practitioner?” 

He had once heard that the experts in the Pill Alliance were able to collect “beast flames” and use them 

to make pills, but “beast flames” were flames used by demonic beasts, so their colours and power varied 

greatly. 



However, he knew very well that Ye Luo was definitely not a “Golden Dan Stage” practitioner, and a 

practitioner of that level would not have to go through so much trouble to kill him as if he were an ant. 

“This Mr. Luo is so evil.” 

After he was burned, Long Ao didn’t dare to be arrogant anymore, he quickly pulled out a pair of gloves 

and put them on his hands. 

It was a pair of green gloves called “Green Dragon’s Claw”, which was also one of the Dragon Family’s 

inherited magic weapons, and was also of the “Upper Earth Grade”. 

Within a few blows, he felt his hands getting cold, as if they were frozen, and even his arms were losing 

feeling. 

“What a cold flame!” 

Only then did he understand that the initial sound his skin made was not a sound made only by being 

burned, but a sound made because of the extremely cold chill; it was not a hot flame, but an extremely 

cold one. 

“It’s so evil!” 

This discovery surprised him, he had never heard of anything so evil. 

“We must lose if we continue like this.” 

Long Ao bit through his tongue at this thought and used his strongest divine ability. 

Ye Luo felt that his opponent’s combat power had suddenly soared, far surpassing that of an ordinary 

“Second Level Grandmaster”, while he himself was knocked over several times by this blow, and crashed 

through two walls before he was able to stop. 

“What’s wrong?” 

Ye Luo looked at Long Ao in confusion, but saw a huge and powerful green shadow appear in the air 

behind Long Ao, a hideous green dragon. 

The green beard and hair were all spread out, with a mouth full of sharp teeth, and four terrifyingly 

sharp claws, looking extremely powerful and fierce. 

Only, this shadow was quite illusory, not even translucent. 

However, even if it was only a faint shadow, it still made Ye Lu feel a supreme aura, not a real battle 

power, but a kind of aura, just like the kind of aura that everyone saw from paintings, from movies, 

although it did not have any attacking power, but that kind of grandeur made people look at it with fear. 

This Dragon’s Void is just like that, allowing people to feel a sense of might from afar. 

“Name: Green Dragon Void, Source: bloodline connection to the divine beast Green Dragon, Effect: 

when manifested, it can drastically increase the combat power of the descendants of the Green Dragon, 

and can use a portion of the ‘Power of the Green Dragon’ ……” 

Ye Luo was looking at the information about this virtual shadow quickly. 



“Looking up, this dragon family should be inherited from the divine beast Qinglong.” 

Ye Lu secretly muttered. 

According to the legend, in the ancient “Battle of Extinction”, there was the divine beast Qing Long, and 

like the candle dragon, Qing Long was also a terrifying existence that was extremely powerful. 

However, Ye Lu was still unclear about how to open the bloodline, at least there was no introduction 

about “bloodline awakening” in the “medical ability”. 

For example, the “Martial Ability” only showed “Martial Skill” and “Spell”, and the “Weapon Making” 

ability only showed the method of making “Spell”, but obviously, the weapons used by cultivators were 

not only “Spell”. 

Therefore, Ye Lu felt that the time had not yet come to open up the knowledge about “bloodline”. 

However, at this moment, the prompt from the glasses suddenly came. 

“Hint: I have encountered something that activates the hidden ability ‘bloodline ability’, but the 

bloodline concentration is too poor and I have not obtained its blood, so I cannot activate the 

corresponding ability.” 

Seeing this prompt, Ye Luo was once again ecstatic, every time a new ability opened before, it helped 

him a lot, he didn’t know what this “bloodline ability” was all about, I guess it should be very helpful to 

him after opening it. 

However, Long Ao didn’t know that in the blink of an eye, Ye Lu had learned so much and so many things 

had happened. 

Thinking that Ye Lu had been seriously injured by his blow, he took a big step in Ye Lu’s direction, while 

his mouth said in a loud voice. 

“You are indeed very powerful, but the fact that you dare to provoke our Dragon Family is the biggest 

mistake of all.” 

With those words, he then flew and jumped into the house that had been smashed by Ye Luo looking at 

Ye Luo and said. 

“Mr. Luo right, don’t worry, I won’t kill you, who would want to kill someone as powerful as you, 

become a member of our Dragon Family, don’t worry, as long as you help our Dragon Family with 

alchemy and refining, our Dragon Family will definitely not treat you badly, we can satisfy you with 

everything you want, money, wine.” 

In Long Ao’s view, Ye Luo was a treasure in human form, as long as Ye Luo stayed in his family, it was the 

same as the family had a special “alchemist” and “refiner”, and this Mr. Luo was so demonic, the Long 

family could definitely prosper. 

So, he said afterwards. 

“I know you like our family’s Long Fei Xue, don’t worry, as long as you can do your best for the Long 

Family, I can give you Long Fei Xue.” 



When he finished, Ye Lu smiled and said. 

“You have a lot of nonsense, do you think that Long Feixue is an insignificant doll of your family, you are 

wrong, Long Feixue she is the most valuable resource of your family, also, bleep half the day talking as if 

you are winning, in fact, even if you use the bloodline power of the ‘divine Beast Green Dragon’, you are 

still are no match for me.” 

With those words, Ye Lu stood up and patted the dust on his body and said. 

“You’re just a guy who has just crossed the threshold of ‘Second Level Patriarch’ not long ago, defeating 

you, wait for the idle matter.” 

However, this was only what Ye Lu said, in fact, this Long Ao’s combat power was really strong, 

especially after using the “Green Dragon Void”, it was estimated that he was already at the late level of 

“Second Level Grandmaster”. 

In fact, Ye Lu dared to challenge the “Second Level Grandmasters” not because he could really beat 

them, but because he had the “Heaven Stealing Pill” in his hand. His plan was to use the “Heaven 

Stealing Pill” to beat those “Second Level Grandmasters” to death if he really couldn’t. If one didn’t 

work, he could take two, if not, he could take three. 

Moreover, after the battle in the “Underground Boxing Tournament”, Ye Lu also understood one thing, 

that is, after using the “Heaven Stealing Pill”, the absorption effect of the “Medium Grade Spirit Stones” 

would be better. 

However, this time when dealing with Long Ao, Ye Lu was not going to use the “Heaven Stealing Pill”, he 

had other methods. 

Seeing that Ye Lu, who had been sent flying, actually patted his buttocks and stood up as if nothing had 

happened, Long Ao’s brow furrowed. 

“Good, since you really want to seek death so badly, then don’t blame me for not being polite.” 

Hearing Long Ao’s words, Ye Lu felt a little surprised. 

It seemed like Long Ao hadn’t done his best with that blow just now. 

Then, the “Green Dragon Shadow” behind Long Ao suddenly “brushed!” Then, his right hand lit up with 

a green light, and a green dragon claw shadow appeared on his palm, which was the only divine ability 

he could use, the “Green Dragon Scrying Claw”. 

“Die!” 

After saying that, Long Ao’s right hand slapped towards Ye Lu with a terrifying aura. 

To his utter bewilderment, Ye Lu did not dodge, but stretched out a finger, on which a purple flame was 

stirring. 
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Long Ao felt an extremely terrifying aura emanating from the flames of Ye Lu’s finger, but since things 

had come to this point, he had no choice but to fight to the death. 

The “Green Dragon Tan Claw” was used to its fullest extent, and the green light soared, while Ye Lu’s 

finger was also pointed out at the same time. 

“Boom!” 

A finger and a claw clashed together, and the green light dragon claw on Long Ao’s hand shattered. 

A group of children from the Long Family had just seen the scene of Ye Lu being blown away and then 

crashing through the wall and landing into the room, followed by Long Ao rushing in, so everyone felt 

that Ye Lu was dead this time. 

“The family head’s strike is truly extraordinary!” 

“That’s right, it’s too powerful, was that just now the power of our ‘Green Dragon’ bloodline?” 

“Yes, that dragon is really handsome!” 

“It’s a pity, our bloodline power is too thin.” 

…… 

Just as the crowd was lamenting and talking, “Boom!” There was a loud bang and another wall was 

smashed through, followed by a man flying out. 

“Huh! Why is it the family head!” 

“What’s going on? Didn’t we just have the upper hand?” 

“Yes, what’s happening?” 

“Quickly go and see how the family head is doing.” 

…… 

The crowd all ran towards the direction where Long Ao had fallen, as everyone saw that Long Ao’s body 

was emitting purple flames and it didn’t look good. 

To be honest, Ye Lu also didn’t expect a strike from the fused flames to be so strong, even though it was 

a one-time attack, the power was indeed a little too terrifying. 

Of course this also had to do with Ye Lu’s increased cultivation level. 

With the formation of the sixth strand of aura, both the Red Lotus Flame and the Underworld Ghost 

Flame were much stronger than the previous fight in the underground boxing match. 

“This thing is too strong, I hope that bearded man didn’t die.” 

Ye Lu also looked at his finger with some horror. 

He could have had no plans to kill Long Ao, for one thing, this guy was a patriarch of one of the four 

ancient martial arts families anyways, killing him would be a lot of trouble, secondly, although he had 



beaten Long Feixue, he was not guilty enough to die, not enough to the point of killing someone in a fit 

of rage, that was why he did not damage Long Ao’s meridians and organs with the finger just now, he 

just used the flame to burn his skin and clothes. 

Thinking of this, Ye Lu also ran out quickly. 

As a result, he saw Long Ao lying on the ground, the fire on his body had been extinguished, his beard 

and hair were burnt out, and his face was black and looked wretched. 

“Is he dead yet?” 

Ye Lu looked at the few guys who were guarding Long Ao’s side and asked in a loud voice. 

These sons of the Long family were already scared by Ye Luo’s beating, and they quickly replied when 

they heard Ye Luo’s shout. 

“No…… not dead……” 

Ye Luo also breathed a sigh of relief, not dead is good, it looks like this guy is really quite resistant to 

fight, so he then continued to ask in a loud voice to these guys. 

“Tell me which room Long Feixue is locked up in, and I can not make things difficult for you.” 

As things had come to this point, Ye Lu felt that it was about time, and presumably, they knew how 

powerful they were and didn’t dare to do anything more to Long Feixue. 

One of the family’s sons immediately told Ye Luo where Long Fei Xue was, in their opinion, sending Ye 

Luo, the plague god, away early was the most correct way to deal with the situation. 

Ye Luo stopped paying attention to these people and ran towards the main building in the centre. 

The large main building was already empty, in fact, when Ye Luo had demolished a building, everyone 

had pretty much run away, and when they saw that Long Ao was dead or alive, everyone had slipped 

away. 

“This secret room is really quite tightly made.” 

Ye Lu didn’t have the key to the secret room either, so he had to turn the Red Lotus Flame into the 

shape of a knife and cut open the door to go inside. 

In the room, Long Fei Xue had already been fed with drugs and was now lying weakly on the bed. 

“Who is it?” 

She enquired, somewhat puzzled when she sensed that the door had not been opened properly. 

“It’s me, I’ve made you suffer.” 

Ye Lu sighed as he saw that Long Fei Xue’s buttocks were covered in blood, and even the sheets next to 

her were covered in blood. 

Without the ‘Regeneration Pill’, these wounds would not heal that easily. 

“Take the ‘Antidote Pill’ first, I’ll help you apply the medicine.” 



Ye Lu stuffed a pill into Long Fei Xue’s mouth, then untied her belt and removed her trousers. 

“No, don’t!” 

Long Feixue immediately shrieked in embarrassment. 

Ye Lu then patted her back and said. 

“Don’t shout, what you’ve been hit by is not a normal toxin, it’s something that makes the muscles relax, 

I’m afraid it will be several hours before your limbs want to move normally, you don’t want to be in this 

much pain all the time.” 

As he said that, he crushed the “regeneration pills” and applied them to Long Fei Xue’s round buttocks 

without a second thought. 

“Ah!” 

When Ye Lu’s hand made contact with her buttocks, Long Feixue let out a moan, firstly because the 

touch really hurt too much, and secondly because she had never been seen, let alone touched, by any 

man. 

The reason why he did this was because the “Regeneration Pill” had the effect of killing the poison and 

reducing the pain. 

As soon as Long Fei Xue felt that the pain on her buttocks had been relieved, Ye Lu began to treat the 

whip wound on Long Fei Xue’s buttocks again with great care. 

Once the pain was gone, Long Feixue felt embarrassed, her face was so hot that she could almost spread 

an egg. 

So, she said somewhat without words. 

“Ye Luo, how did you get in here?” 

However, Ye Luo did not answer her words, because Ye Luo was looking at the ability he had just 

opened. 

This new ability called “Bloodline Ability” was not a major ability alongside “Weaponry Ability” or 

something like that, but a branch of “Medical Ability”. 

After a cursory glance, Ye Lu’s main content of this “Bloodline Ability” was about how to obtain a 

bloodline, improve the purity of the bloodline, open the hidden bloodline, and obtain the bloodline 

divine ability. 

Among them, Ye Lu was most interested in two points, the first of which was the hint from the glasses. 

“Hint: Although you have currently shed your mortal body, you have not fused any bloodline, it is 

recommended to fuse a powerful bloodline, you will benefit from it for the rest of your life, note that 

although the fusion of bloodlines is not once in a lifetime, a body can only have one, if you want to 

change your bloodline then you need to cultivate everything from scratch, remember, remember.” 



Ye Lu felt that since the glasses would give such an important hint, it meant that fusing a strong 

bloodline was a very important thing for himself. 

Therefore, Ye Lu took this point very seriously as well. 

After that was the second point, the introduction said that by using the “Bloodline Secret Technique”, 

one could use the bloodline divine ability of the blood owner by drinking blood, but of course the power 

exerted was related to one’s own cultivation level and the level of divine ability contained in the blood. 

The “Green Dragon Void” divine ability that the bearded Dragon Ao had just used, as well as the “Green 

Dragon Scrying Claw” divine ability, Ye Lu had felt it first hand, and it was absolutely terrifying. 

“It’s really a good ability!” 

Ye Luo could not help but lament. 

Long Fei Xue found that Ye Lu did not answer her words, but touched her buttocks and did not move, 

blushing and shy, because Ye Lu’s hand was placed in the wrong place, just placed at the deep buttock 

slit …… 

So, she raised her voice again and said. 

“Ye Lu, how did you get in here?” 

Only then did Ye Luo realize that he had lost his concentration, he hurriedly continued applying the 

medicine while smiling and said. 

“How else could I get in, I just fought my way in.” 

Hearing Ye Luo’s words, Long Feixue was completely confused, she asked with some disbelief. 

“Beaten …… in? What about the people from the Long family? And what about Long Ao, didn’t they stop 

you?” 

Ye Lu smiled and said. 

“How could they not stop it, but most of them are lying in the courtyard, as for Long Ao, he has been 

burnt into kebabs by me.” 

Long Fei Xue was completely stunned by what Ye Luo said, and it was only after half a day that she 

asked. 

“You defeated even the family head Long Ao, you’re too much of a bully.” 

Ye Luo then said. 

“It’s actually a fluke, there’s only one ‘Patriarch’ level powerhouse here, because although my move 

‘Burning Sky One Fury’ is powerful, it can only be used once in a short period of time.” 

“Burning Heaven One Fury” was the name Ye Lu gave to this fusion flame attack, and since it could only 

be used once, he thought it was just the right name. 

“Let’s go.” 



After giving Long Fei Xue her medicine, Ye Lu threw aside her bloodstained trousers, tore open half of 

the bed sheet and wrapped Long Fei Xue up, then held her in his arms. 

“But before I leave, I’m going to tear down this bird building first!” 

Ye Luo said as he carried Long Fei Xue. 

Chapter 255 

Previously Ye Lu had said that he would tear down the Long family, he felt that he was a man of his word 

and was supposed to do what he said, if not all of them, at least this one under his feet would have to be 

torn down before he could. 

“Fine! Then tear it down, I’ve been looking at it badly for a long time too.” 

Long Fei Xue said with a smile in Ye Lu’s arms. 

She had also had enough of the Dragon Family’s brutal and unreasonable style. 

Ye Luo, on the other hand, said as he walked. 

“Well, not only will I tear it down, I will also make them transfer the company to you, and if Long Ao 

dares to say half a word, I will burn all the hair underneath him next time as well.” 

Hearing Ye Luo’s words, Long Fei Xue also couldn’t help but “pfft!” A laugh escaped. 

The two of them went downstairs, and Ye Lu did as he said, and with his “Greatest Fist of Power” and 

dark energy, he quickly demolished the three-storey main building. 

“Boom!” 

Long Ao, who had just recovered, immediately saw the main building collapse, and then he saw Ye Lu 

carrying the wrapped up Long Fei Xue towards the door. 

Seeing Ye Luo walking over, the people of the Long Family were scared and several disciples began to 

subconsciously back away. 

Long Ao also frowned, that strike from Ye Lu just now had already made him lose his confidence, he felt 

that even if that patriarch of his uncle’s generation was also present, the two of them would be just as 

unable to stop Ye Lu’s advance. 

“You …… what else do you want to do?” 

He looked frowned and said. 

Ye Lu, in turn, said indifferently. 

“Nothing big, just to let you know, transfer that company run by Long Feixue to Long Feixue, otherwise 

when I come back next time, it won’t be so easy to leave.” 

After saying that, Ye Lu suddenly remembered that before Elder Ye said that most of his parents’ origins 

were related to the Four Great Families, so he wanted to take the opportunity to ask about it, but it 



suddenly occurred to him that he didn’t even know who his parents were, what they were called, and 

what they looked like, so there was no way to ask! 

So, he could only sigh in his heart, then hugged Long Feixue and left the Long Family’s villa without 

looking back. 

“Family head, what should we do?” 

A disciple asked as he looked at Ye Lu’s distant back. 

“What else can we do?” 

Long Ao said without good humour. 

“Let the company go to Long Feixue.” 

At this time, he suddenly remembered what the housekeeper had said earlier, and he hurriedly turned 

his head to ask. 

“Ah Yu, where is Ah Yu, what did you just say about this ‘Mr. Luo’ not being good to mess with?” 

At this time, the butler called Uncle Jade then walked over with the family son who had been watching 

before and said. 

“He was the one who told me, he said that that ‘Mr. Luo’ is not to be messed with, so tell me specifically 

with the family head.” 

It was at this time that that Dragon Family’s son said. 

“Yes, I was just about to tell you guys about this, that what’s-his-name Mr. Luo has been in the limelight 

for the last two days, he’s been smashing martial arts schools in the last two days with thousands of 

people watching, there are already more than a dozen ‘Zongshi’ that he’s defeated, and almost 

everywhere is talking about something related to him. ” 

Hearing that Ye Lu had already defeated more than a dozen clan masters, Long Ao’s eyebrows 

immediately knitted into a knot, had he known this he would never have communicated with Ye Lu in 

this way. 

Following that, he then looked at that family son and said. 

“Why didn’t you say so earlier?” 

As a result, that scion said. 

“I was just reminding you guys about it.” 

Long Ao then said coldly. 

“You didn’t remind me enough, go and give me a week’s confinement.” 

“Ugh!” 

This family scion was so depressed that he no longer knew what to say, he could only lament how he 

was so unlucky today, he should have known that he would have watched the fun at home by himself. 



However, there was no pill of regret for sale in the world, so he could only accept the fate of being 

confined. 

As Ye Luo walked out of the Long family villa, Jasmine was explaining to the media man. 

“Mr. Luo has a temporary emergency, so the afternoon kick-off has been cancelled, so everyone can go 

their own way.” 

She looked at the crowd and said with a smile. 

Although the reporters were surprised by the current situation, they didn’t say anything when they saw 

Jasmine’s smile and modesty. 

Someone looked at Jasmine curiously and asked. 

“I saw you by Mr. Luo’s side yesterday, and now you are helping him to deliver a message, are you Mr. 

Luo’s girlfriend?” 

Jasmine hurriedly waved her hand with a red face and said. 

“No, no, I’m a fan of Mr. Luo’s, I’ve been following him because I admire him, and just now it was a 

coincidence that I was there, so he asked me to deliver the message.” 

Everyone didn’t delve into the matter, but was a little sorry that this was all they could see of the hilarity 

of the day. 

And the martial artists from the north and south continued in their meeting. 

“I think that guy will continue tomorrow, I feel that he seems to be getting stronger every day, so I’m 

afraid it’s not going to be easy.” 

“Why don’t we make peace with him? If we can get him to smash only the Southern School martial arts 

schools, it would be just right.” 

“I guess that’s what they think in the Southern School Martial Arts.” 

“Has anyone found out who this Mr. Luo really is?” 

“No, we’ve checked the bike race for that one too, the person in question said that it was that Mr. Luo 

himself who took the initiative to help out, similar to what happened this time, and it feels like this Mr. 

Luo is a very nosy person.” 

After listening to this guy, everyone nodded, because everyone saw it the same way, in everyone’s 

opinion it was totally tiring and unpleasant, there was no point in winning the kick-off, and it took half a 

day’s effort. 

However, in the end, both the Southern School of Martial Arts “Transmission Elders” and the Northern 

School of Martial Arts “Master Yikong” agreed that there was no need to cheat in this matter. 

Their strategy was to send a powerful “Second Level Grandmaster” to take care of Ye Lu. 

At this point, someone suddenly said. 



“Let’s discuss this later, that Mr. Luo has already listed the challengers and the order, and he has already 

uploaded the form to our official website, so it looks like there is no chance to make any small moves.” 

As expected, they opened the official website, and a list of challenges for the 28 martial arts schools had 

been posted on the forum, with the “First Level Grandmasters” and the weaker “Second Level 

Grandmasters” of each school listed. 

This was also Ye Lu’s idea. 

He was sitting at Long Fei Xue’s place at the moment, keeping her company and thinking about how to 

end this incident. 

Through the fight with Long Ao, he found that it was still difficult to defeat a “Second Level 

Grandmaster” without revealing any of his cards, and he felt that if he let these martial arts schools send 

their opponents, his challenge might be interrupted. 

He felt that if he let these martial arts schools send out their opponents, his challenge might be 

interrupted. This way, he could control the designated challenge. 

“Ye Lu, just how strong are you now? Even Long Ao was beaten by you like that, you’re progressing too 

fast.” 

Long Feixue asked as she lay on the bed in a million pieces of confusion. 

For his part, Ye Lu smiled and said. 

“I’m afraid it won’t be long before I’m in big trouble, so I still feel that the current improvement isn’t fast 

enough.” 

Long Fei Xue, on the other hand, asked in disbelief. 

“What kind of big trouble will there be?” 

Ye Lu did not want to hide the matter of the “Extreme Dao Meeting” from Long Fei Xue, so he briefly 

explained it and then said. 

“There is definitely a big conspiracy hidden in this matter, moreover, I am worried that Abe Yasuhiko’s 

death cannot be hidden for long. ‘ and a person called ‘Zhang Tian’ who I had a problem with before.” 

Originally, Ye Luo was thinking that he could spend his university life happily, but now it seemed that it 

was all a luxury hope. 

Thinking of this, Ye Lu suddenly thought that it had been a few days since he had attended class, so he 

hurriedly dialed Zhu Qi Huang’s number. 

“That Teacher Zhu, I haven’t been to school for the past few days, it’s okay, right?” 

As a result, Zhu Qihuang said with a smile. 

“It doesn’t matter, it doesn’t matter, there’s no problem even if you don’t come for a year because, 

Master Lin Ruyue has officially recommended me to the sect, it might not take long for my dream to 

come true, by the way, Master Lin Ruyue is still waiting for your dan recipe.” 



Only then did Ye Lu remember that it had been a few days since he had contacted Lin Ruyue that side. 

However, he did not know at this moment that a terrifying conspiracy had been unleashed against him. 

The initiator of this plot was his next opponent, Li Hu, one of the two pavilion masters of the “Dragon 

and Tiger Sect”. 

“To kill this Mr. Luo, I guess we can only hire an expert from the ‘Killer Earth List’.” 

Li Hu looked at Zhao Long and said. 

“Is it really necessary? The price of asking someone from the ‘Killer Ranking’ to do it is quite expensive!” 

As a result, Zhao Long said. 

“Don’t worry, someone helped pay for it, this is what the higher ups wanted, it seems like this time we 

didn’t just go north to open a martial arts school.” 

  

Chapter 256 

In fact, the term “Little Grandmaster” has nothing to do with rank. Among the “Grandmaster” 

practitioners, those who are unable to use the “astral energy leaving the body” with magic weapons are 

called “Little Grandmasters”, while the opposite is true for “Great Grandmasters”. 

Basically, however, those at levels one to three are “minor masters”, while those at levels seven to nine 

are “major masters”. 

As for those in the middle, it is harder to judge. 

Of course, these are the words of the secular world, after all, the “Sovereign Master” is only called in the 

secular world, and this is the so-called “Killer Ranking” is not a list that all killers rank themselves, it is 

also a ranking made by some people based on the achievements of the killers they know, only to say 

that the killers on the ranking are extremely famous, and many horrible killers are not very interested in 

this. 

When he heard that it was from the top, Li Hu looked at Zhao Long with some curiosity and asked. 

“Brother Long, you’re the most well-informed, do you know what it’s because of?” 

Brother Long shook his head and said. 

“I’m not sure exactly, it seems to be related to the same thing, I think only ‘Wudang’ and ‘Shaolin’ can 

know exactly what’s going on, anyway, it’s going to be chaos in the world.” 

Li Hu then smiled and said. 

“Chaos is good, let the world go in chaos, anyway, the sky is falling, there is a tall person to hold up, that 

we will invite the top 50 people in the ‘Killer Earth Ranking’, that ranked 49th ‘Cold Blooded Yan Lo’, this 

The best guy to find, and the one who is itchy without killing someone and can do it right away is 

probably the only one.” 



“Cold-blooded Yan Lo” is also nicknamed “One Day One Kill”, meaning that he can’t stand it if he doesn’t 

kill someone for a day. 

As a matter of fact, once “Cold-blooded Yan Lo” heard that it was a suspected “Level 2 Master” assassin, 

he agreed without even thinking about it, as “Level 2 Master” was a piece of cake for him. 

He found that it was not easy to activate his hidden bloodline, but it was easier to master the method of 

using his opponent’s “Bloodline Avatar”, because the focus was not on the method, but on having at 

least 200ml of his opponent’s blood, which was close to half a bottle of mineral water. 

However, in Ye Lu’s opinion, the biggest benefit is that as long as one has the bloodline power, this 

ability can be used regardless of whether one has a hidden bloodline or not. 

Long Feixue had been whipped twice a day, which was bad enough, so Ye Lu was a bit reluctant to use 

her blood. 

“It looks like I can only try Jin Kun’s blood.” 

Ye Lu secretly muttered in his heart. 

Long Fei Xue saw Ye Lu sitting on the edge of the bed looking forward motionlessly and dazed so she 

asked. 

“Ye Luo, what’s wrong with you today, why are you always lost in thought?” 

Ye Luo then smiled and said. 

“Nothing, just researching a method, a method that can open up your ‘hidden bloodline’ and perhaps 

allow you to have the purest bloodline of the ‘divine Beast Green Dragon’.” 

Hearing Ye Luo’s words, Long Fei Xue initially froze for a moment, as she found it a bit unbelievable, as 

she had been identified by her family and said that her bloodline was impure, which was why she had 

been tied up by her family. 

However, she certainly trusted Ye Luo more than the family, so she looked at Ye Luo with some surprise 

and asked. 

“Do you really have a solution?” 

Ye Luo nodded and then said. 

“There is, but, how can I put it, I don’t know if you’re willing to.” 

Long Fei Xue said without even thinking. 

“Willingly! How could I not be willing.” 

Long Feixue was also considered a cultivation fanatic, being able to activate a hidden bloodline was a 

heaven defying thing, of course she was a hundred times willing. 

Seeing Long Fei Xue’s expression, Ye Lu then thought about it and said. 



“Good, then let me tell you, if you want to chance your bloodline, you have to apply needles from one 

hundred and eight vital acupuncture points all over your body, so at that time, you definitely won’t be 

able to wear any clothes at all, and some private parts also need to be applied as well, so that’s why I’m 

asking if you are willing.” 

As soon as she heard that the needles would be applied in this way, Long Fei Xue’s face immediately 

turned red. 

Not to mention actually doing it, it was too shy to think about it. 

On the other hand, Ye Lu continued. 

“Also, this activation isn’t done in one go, it’s estimated to last for a long time, unless the body happens 

to be in a state where the hidden bloodline is about to explode.” 

Of course, he didn’t mention that this matter was also a huge test for the person applying the needles, 

as each acupuncture point used a different method of running the aura to do so. 

When Ye Lu finished speaking, Long Fei Xue did not answer immediately, but thought about it. 

He felt that his body, which had been stripped of its mortal nature by the glasses, was very convenient 

and quick in mastering anything, which was simply too powerful. 

And Long Fei Xue also figured it out, she gritted her teeth and said. 

“Okay, Ye Lu, you can help me activate my bloodline.” 

Seeing Long Fei Xue’s red face and gritted teeth expression, Ye Lu nodded and said with a smile. 

“Alright then, the toxins in your body are not yet cleared, and I also need to go and bring the ‘silver 

needles’, so wait for me for a while.” 

After saying that, Ye Luo used his glasses to change a number and contacted Jin Kun first, asking him to 

help him bring out the ‘silver needles’. 

Recently, Ye Lu and the people in the dormitory were all in complete one-way contact, and his previous 

mobile phone number had long since been abandoned, so that the people he knew would have less 

trouble. 

Jin Kun was very efficient and brought the “silver needle” to Ye Lu in a short while. 

“Jin Kun, I want something from you to use?” 

Ye Luo looked at Jin Kun and said with a smile. 

Hearing Ye Lu’s words, Jin Kun suddenly looked at Ye Lu with a strange expression. 

Seeing his expression, Ye Luo hurriedly said. 

“Don’t worry, I’m not gay, and I’m not interested in your chastity, I want about half a bottle of your 

blood.” 

He took out a mineral water bottle and said. 



Jin Kun didn’t ask anything and unambiguously took out the knife he carried with him and made a cut on 

his arm, then he used his dark energy to force the blood out and pour it into the bottle. 

Ye Lu found that this fellow was really a good man, except for not talking. 

“Alright, that’s enough, that’s enough, I’m leaving then, by the way, Jin Kun, if I have time in the evening 

later, I’ll ask you to meet me at the back mountain grove.” 

After saying that, Ye Luo turned around and left. 

Jin Kun looked at Ye Lu’s distant back and scratched his head and said. 

“Didn’t we say we don’t get laid?” 

Although he had gotten Jin Kun’s blood, however, Ye Lu did not try it easily, after all, there was not 

much learning on Jin Kun, so it was better to wait until there was a chance to use it again. 

When he returned to the place where Long Fei Xue lived, Long Fei Xue was already able to move, so Ye 

Lu decided to help her activate it once first. 

Seeing Ye Lu take out all kinds of ropes, straps and other things, Long Feixue was really confused. 

“Ye Luo, what are you preparing all these things for?” 

Ye Luo smiled and said. 

“Didn’t I just tell you that I have to apply needles from one hundred and eight vital points on your body, 

some of these points are on the top of your body, some are on the bottom of your body, and there are 

also ones on your sides and the heart of your feet, so no matter if you are standing, lying on your back 

or lying down you can’t do it, only by hanging you up.” 

With that said, Leaffall dropped a strap onto the bedroom chandelier and tied it off. 

Hearing that she had to hang herself up naked and had to display herself to Ye Lu on all sides, Long Fei 

Xue suddenly regretted a little, this was too embarrassing. 

Ye Luo, on the other hand, tugged hard on the rope and said. 

“Not bad, this chandelier is strong, and there are so many claws, just right for tying.” 

He kept throwing the straps up as he turned his head to Long Fei Xue and said. 

“Take off your clothes.” 

And Long Feixue stood aside with a red face, completely unsure of how she should face the current 

situation anymore, she had never had a boyfriend, when she was the president she even wrapped 

herself up tightly, never let any man get close to her, but, on the other hand, the temptation of 

activating her bloodline was too great, the Long family once had a claimed bloodline power of a few ten 

percent purity hundreds of years ago, already cultivated against the odds to cross the Patriarch level, 

pure bloodline, that was simply unimaginable. 

So, in the end, Long Feixue still could not resist the temptation and shivered as she unbuttoned her 

clothes, revealing her snow-white crystal skin. 



Chapter 257 

However, at this moment, Long Fei Xue’s skin was flushed with shyness, looking very tempting, even Ye 

Lu couldn’t help but swallow his saliva. 

He had the “primitive mode” of the glasses, but he rarely used them on those around him, of course he 

would certainly take a look at them occasionally, but this was the third time that someone actually took 

off their clothes and stood in front of him like this, the first time was when he was treating Liu Mei, and 

then Ye Yan in the bathroom. 

The previous time with Gu Shiqi, although she touched everything she should or shouldn’t, she hadn’t 

shown such an all-encompassing display in front of herself. 

Soon, there were only two pieces of clothes left on Long Feixue’s body at the top and bottom, which she 

had just purposely changed into when she took a shower, lingerie with lace patterns that looked quite 

beautiful, as she knew she would have to undress, so she purposely found this one. 

“That …… that …… Ye Lu, can you turn around?” 

Long Feixue said with a red face. 

Although she knew that she was going to be hung up unclothed in a moment and would definitely all be 

seen, Long Feixue still felt embarrassed to undress in front of Ye Lu. 

There was no choice, Ye Luo had to turn around, and only after a long time did Long Feixue shiver and 

say. 

“You …… you turn around.” 

Ye Lu turned around, only to see Long Fei Xue’s face as red as an apple, she had one hand across her 

chest, while the other hand was covering …… 

So, Ye Luo smiled and said. 

“The potion is working well, it’s going to be impossible to cover it up.” 

He was of course talking about the figure that Long Feixue had always cared about, he had originally 

wanted to ease the tension, only to find that Long Feixue had turned even more nervous. 

He had no choice but to take matters into his own hands. He made Long Feixue stand still and hung her 

under the chandelier with a strap tied around her arm. 

In order to calm himself down, Ye Lu decided to administer the needle in a hurry. 

He took out a sterilized silver needle and slowly stabbed it into the “Baihui point” on the top of Long 

Feixue’s head, but he did so very slowly, because this kind of needle application can never make a 

mistake, followed by the solar plexus, the Hall of the Seal, and the Hearing Palace …… 

The silver needles did not feel painful when they were inserted into the acupuncture points of the body, 

they were cool, and at the same time a warm stream flowed into the body along the silver needles, 

which felt very comfortable, she did not know that this warm stream was actually Ye Lu’s aura, if not 

running aura, just stabbing the acupuncture points would not open the function of hidden blood veins. 



As she kept applying needles, Long Fei Xue felt the warm flow in her body start to run slowly, and Ye Lu’s 

attention shifted from the upper body to the acupuncture points on her waist and legs, following which, 

Long Fei Xue saw two long nosebleeds suddenly flowing out of Ye Lu’s nose who was standing at her 

feet. 

“Ye Lu …… you …… you ……” 

Long Feixue suddenly blushed and did not know what to do, she wanted to cover her face, but found 

that both hands could not move freely, there was no choice but to bite her lips all trembling and closed 

her eyes. 

The body is a bit too dumb, if you use the “mixed element vajra body”, it is difficult to hurt even a 

sword, but at the moment it has a nosebleed, he can not understand, but to be honest Long Feixue’s 

pinkness is really attractive …… 

Long Feixue closed her eyes and waited for a long time before she felt a silver needle stabbing in from 

her perineum point, she felt she would never forget this feeling in her life …… 

…… 

Helping Long Fei Xue activate her bloodline made Ye Lu sweat profusely, he was really worried that he 

would go off the rails while running his aura, but luckily he persevered, following that, he then felt that 

this tense feeling was actually extremely good for digesting the spirit stones, his own cultivation was 

actually on the verge of the seventh strand of aura coalescing. 

“Looks like we still need to activate Long Fei Xue a few more times!” 

Ye Lu sat on the chair and looked at Long Feixue who was hanging in the air like a hedgehog and couldn’t 

help but lament in his heart. 

However, following that, he saw that on Long Fei Xue’s back, a blue dragon pattern began to slowly 

appear, just like a beautiful tattoo, however, the pattern was very light in colour and only had a faint 

vague shadow. 

“It looks like it’s working.” 

Ye Luo took a picture of this vague shadow and showed it to Long Fei Xue, who then secretly breathed a 

sigh of relief, if she had tossed and turned for so half a day without any effect at all, she would have felt 

a little disappointed in her heart. 

In the evening, Jasmine called, so after dinner, Ye Lu went to the cave at the back of the mountain again 

and started to help Jasmine refine pills and consolidate her cultivation. 

In fact, he already regretted sending out that list yesterday, if he knew that he would improve so quickly, 

he would have fought the “Second Grade Grandmaster” today. 

So, standing outside the “Dragon Tiger Boxing Hall”, Ye Lu suddenly felt a little disappointed. 

However, before he could walk in, a man dressed in black with a scar on his face suddenly appeared. 



This man was not tall and had a thin build. From a distance, he could feel a fierce aura, the kind of aura 

that only someone who has been licking blood for years could gather. 

Upon seeing these four words, someone exclaimed. 

“It’s ‘Cold-blooded Yan Lo’, ‘Cold-blooded Yan Lo’ is here!” 

“The ‘Cold-blooded Yan Lo’ from the ‘Killer Earth Ranking’?” 

“Yes, that’s him, a one-day killer!” 

…… 

Because it was a kick-off, many of the people who came to see the fun were also martial artists, and 

everyone was still familiar with the characters on the “Killer List”, and although this “Cold-blooded Yan 

Lo” was only forty-nine on the “Killer List”, his fame definitely far exceeded that ranking. 

“He’s not here to deal with Mr. Luo, is he?” 

“Then Mr. Luo is definitely dead.” 

“You don’t need to say that, but if Mr. Luo wins, that would be wonderful.” 

“How is that possible, ‘Cold-blooded Yama’ killing a rank two cleric is as easy as slicing vegetables.” 

…… 

When they saw this man in black appear, everyone started to talk about it. 

The reason for this is that he saw from his glasses that this man was actually at the peak of “Foundation 

Establishment Level 3”, not far from “Foundation Establishment Level 4”, and the equipment on this 

man’s body was also all of “Earth Grade”, so perhaps it was really as easy to kill a “Level 2 Master” as it 

was to cut vegetables. 

The first thing that happened was that Ye Luo did not wait to speak, but “Cold-blooded Yan Luo” spoke 

first. 

“That’s right, they are right, I am the ‘Cold Blooded Yan Lo’, the 49th in the ‘Killer Earth Ranking’, today 

you are my daily kill, I hope you won’t make me feel too bored.” 

With that, he took out an oddly shaped short knife, narrow and pointed, with a few small holes in it, and 

the name Ye Lu found out was “Skinning Knife”. 

A fierce knife warmed by blood energy. 

“Cold-blooded Yan Luo” looked at Ye Lu and shook the “skinning knife” in his hand, saying. 

“Including you, it is the thousandth person to die under this blade, and it is also important to turn it into 

an ‘Earth-rank top grade’, so you should feel honoured.” 

Seeing this scene, everyone present fell silent for Ye Lu. 

At this time, the door of the Dragon and Tiger Boxing Stadium opened, and Li Hu looked at the scene at 

the door and said with a smile. 



“So Mr. Luo is here. I’m the owner of this place, Li Hu, but it looks like we won’t be able to have a match 

today, it’s really a pity that I can’t learn your high skills.” 

However, from his expression, Ye Lu couldn’t see a bit of regret. 

Ye Luo looked at him and smiled and said. 

“Don’t worry, you were so looking forward to fighting me, how could I let you down, after I clean him 

up, it will be your turn later.” 

Hearing Ye Luo’s words, the crowd erupted. 

“Is this Mr. Luo ready to show a big face? You know that ‘Killer Earth Ranking’ is worldwide, if this wins 

then it’s a resounding number one.” 

“I think otherwise, he’s definitely dead.” 

While everyone was talking, “Cold-blooded Yan Lo” had already made his move. 

“Stop bragging, don’t be so foolish if you can get through my hands first!” 
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When they heard the words of “Cold-blooded Yan Lo”, they were all taken aback. 

After that, the figure of the “Cold-blooded Yan Luo” rushed towards Ye Luo as if he had disappeared. 

He had always been very confident in his speed, which was why he thought that Ye Luo would not even 

be able to take one of his moves. 

However, he was a little disappointed with the result. Ye Lu was indeed unable to dodge his complete 

strike, even if he used the “Ghost Shadow Step”, the difference in cultivation level could not be bridged, 

after all, this guy was at the peak of the “Third Level Grandmaster”. 

However, Ye Luo was able to partially dodge the attack, and as a result, the guy’s stab to Ye Luo’s heart 

landed on Ye Luo’s ribs. 

Even though he was wearing defensive soft armour, Ye Lu still felt the pain of the stabbing, and he used 

the momentum to fly backwards, taking five steps backwards before he could stand still, blood already 

seeping from the corner of his mouth. 

“Huh!” 

Seeing this scene, “Cold-blooded Yan Luo’s” eyes lit up, something that could block his “skinning knife” 

was at least “Earth-rank”. 

This was the reason why even a school like the Longquan Sword School, which was famous for casting 

sword weapons, only had “earth-grade” defensive magic weapons. 

“Hey, the level is not good, but the equipment is really good, so I will politely accept it.” 



With these words, this guy raised his “skinning knife” and made a starting stance, obviously ready to use 

some kind of martial art. 

Seeing this scene, Ye Lu quickly took three “Heaven Stealing Pills”, there was no other way, the 

opponent’s casual strike was so powerful, I was afraid that I would have no chance if I didn’t do my best. 

“Huh!” 

The “Cold-blooded Yan Lo”, who was about to attack, also felt the abnormality of Ye Lu’s breath, but he 

then looked at Ye Lu and said with a smile. 

“It’s useless, even if you boost up again you’re still no match for me.” 

With those words, he stabbed over again, this time straight at Ye Luo’s throat, obviously intending to 

finish him off with a single blow. 

However, this time, Ye Luo really dodged his blow. 

He had just judged that Ye Lu should have taken a pill like the “Military Ration Pill” to forcefully increase 

his combat power, but he had never thought that such a pill could increase his combat power by so 

much. 

However, Ye Lu was also surprised to find that even though he had taken three “Heaven Stealing Pills” 

and used “Ghost Shadow Steps”, he was still slower than his opponent, this guy was really not in the top 

50 of the “Killer Ranking”. 

After that, Ye Luo put the fused flames on his fingers, ready to deal a terrible blow to the opponent at 

any time during the move, and this blow was Ye Luo’s only chance. 

However, what happened next was beyond Ye Lu’s expectation. 

“His body was as agile as a swimming fish, and he did not clash with Ye Lu at all. He started to target Ye 

Lu’s throat, but when he found that Ye Lu was impervious to the elements, he attacked Ye Lu’s thighs 

instead. 

Since protective soft armor was usually only for the upper body, the lower body became the weak point. 

“Holy shit!” 

As expected, this attack was very effective, and in an instant, Ye Lu’s thighs were covered with several 

long slashes, and blood was flowing. 

“Damn you, I have no choice but to use my best move.” 

The effect of the “Heaven Stealing Pill” would not last for long, the opponent was too fast, and Ye Lu 

was not sure about using the “Fire Bomb Technique”, so the only way was to use the bloodline power in 

Jin Kun’s body. 

So, he quickly took out half a bottle of blood and poured it into his mouth. 

“Holy shit! What’s that he’s drinking?” 

“It feels like fresh blood.” 



“He’s not a vampire, is he?” 

“It doesn’t look like it, I don’t see any fangs, vampires have two long teeth, right?” 

…… 

The crowd was dumbfounded because the scene was so incredible that even “Cold-blooded Yama” froze 

for a moment, but he was extremely experienced in combat and he understood that whatever this kid 

was doing, it wouldn’t be good for him anyway. 

So, he charged forward again, wielding his “skinning knife”. 

However, this time he missed completely, as he felt Ye Lu dodge his attack like a gust of wind, and he 

could even feel the wind blowing in his face. 

He could even feel the wind blowing in his face. The people around him let out a cry of surprise at the 

same time. 

“Ooh!” 

“What is this?” 

“A white tiger, could it be the legendary white tiger?” 

“Are you talking about that ‘divine beast’?” 

“How terrifying!” 

…… 

Hearing everyone’s comments, “Cold-blooded Yan Luo” quickly looked up and saw that behind Ye Luo, 

on top of his head, a fierce white tiger silhouette stood there like an emperor of the ages, while around 

Ye Luo’s body the wind was fluctuating and Ye Luo’s clothes were also rattling in the wind. 

That’s right, at this moment, Ye Lu was using the divine ability of the “divine beast” White Tiger. 

The White Tiger was a “Gold” in the Five Elements, and its corresponding natural attribute was the 

“Wind Attribute”, so it was best at speed. 

“What the hell is this?” 

“At this moment, Ye Luo was standing there with a huge white tiger shadow behind him and the wind 

blowing around his body, just like an immortal descending from the earth. 

Of course, no one could really be sure that this was the “White Tiger Shadow”, as the four ancient 

martial arts families had not seen any amazing figures for many years, and many people had forgotten 

about them. 

However, Ye Luo didn’t have time to pose here, neither the “Heaven Stealing Pill” nor the “White Tiger 

Avatar” could last much longer, he quickly launched the “Ghost Shadow Step”, this time the situation 

was finally reversed, Ye Luo arrived in front of the “Cold Blooded Shura” in a flash. 



“He tried to dodge in fear, but he found that his opponent’s footwork was so erratic that he could not 

avoid it. 

This was the dagger martial art “Heart Piercing Stab” that Ye had learnt earlier, and he didn’t expect to 

use it this time. 

No one could see what kind of weapon Ye Luo was using as the sunset arrow went straight to the hilt, 

but everyone could only see that after Ye Luo’s blow, “Cold Blooded Shura” slowly fell down and the 

“White Tiger Shadow” behind Ye Luo also disappeared. 

Silence! 

No one knew what to say, the shadow and the terrifying strike had gone beyond everyone’s 

imagination. 

“Is he a ‘Saint’ level powerhouse?” 

Someone muttered in a low voice, as almost no one present had ever seen a ‘Saint-level’ or beyond 

‘Patriarch-level’ expert strike, so no one could answer this question. 

However, everyone started to look at Ye Lu with strange eyes, because that fight just now was really too 

shocking. 

“It was divine!” 

“That’s right, it’s terrifying.” 

“What else can this low gear him!” 

“This is all over for the ‘Martial School’.” 

…… 

Amidst the chatter of the crowd, Ye Lu turned to look at Li Hu, one of the owners of the “Dragon and 

Tiger Fist School” and asked. 

“Do you dare to fight?” 

Li Hu quickly shook his head and said. 

“I don’t dare, if you win, our ‘Dragon and Tiger Boxing School’ will close down immediately.” 

Even the forty-ninth person on the “Killer Ranking” had been killed, this was a powerful foreign aid that 

they had spent a lot of money on, how could they still fight this battle, they were afraid that if they went 

up there, they would be shot to death. 

In fact, Ye Lu’s body had already been emptied at this moment, using the “Bloodline Avatar” was not 

without cost, because these Avatars still used the power in his own body, the stronger the Avatar, the 

more it consumed, this was not a free gift of power. 

Immediately, the weakening period of the “Heaven Stealing Pill” had begun. 



Ye Luo gritted his teeth and prepared to leave this place first, but he had just taken two steps when a 

man came out from the crowd around him and said. 

“Mr. Luo, you don’t need to go to the next martial arts school, we ‘Southern School Martial Arts’ have 

decided to admit defeat and close all the newly opened martial arts schools.” 

This man looked at Ye Luo and said respectfully, because he felt that Ye Luo’s performance just now was 

worthy of respect, and this man was the one who had agreed to Ye Luo’s challenge behind the 

“Transmission Elder”. 

At this time, another person stood out and gave a salute, saying. 

“We, the Northern School of Martial Arts, also concede defeat.” 

Hearing the words of the two men, the crowd once again murmured. 

And Ye Lu said with a smile. 

“Good, then I will be honest and truthful, I am the disciple of Senior Doku of the ‘Iron Blood Martial 

School’, so I think that the ‘Iron Blood Martial School’ should be the number one martial school in the 

martial world.” 
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Ye Lu did not expect it to end this way, but it was good that it ended this way, because just now, the 

seventh strand of aura had already coalesced out of his dantian, although it was still in the form of a 

small flame. 

There was no point for him to fight against those “First Level Sovereigns” or the weaker “Second Level 

Sovereigns” now. 

Hearing Ye Lu’s words, the two men nodded and said. 

“To be able to teach a disciple like you, the ‘First Martial School of Martial Arts’ deserves it.” 

The others also nodded their heads. 

Following that, someone immediately came up to Ye Luo for an interview and said. 

“Mr. Luo, can you talk about your feelings about kicking the gym in the past few days?” 

Ye Luo said with a smile. 

“Feelings? That is, I regret that I didn’t start the fight earlier, it was so enjoyable!” 

From the last round of the “Underground Boxing Tournament”, Ye Lu began to use “medium grade spirit 

stones”, and then constantly experienced high-intensity battles, and even took three “Heaven Stealing 

Pills” twice in a row to completely squeeze himself to the limit, under such extreme pressure, he actually 

broke through the seventh strand of spiritual energy in such a short time, which made Ye Lu feel too 

good. 

However, at this moment, Ye Lu was too weak and in too much pain, so he didn’t say anything more, but 

walked out of the crowd, greeted the taxi and left the place together with Jasmine. 



“Whew! It hurts like hell.” 

Once the car started, Ye Lu grimaced in pain, there wasn’t a single meridian in his body that didn’t hurt, 

this feeling was simply too sour. 

“Are you alright?” 

Jasmine looked at Ye Luo and asked with some concern. 

Ye Luo smiled and said. 

“Oh, it’s fine, it won’t kill anyone, it’s just a loss of strength, it’ll be fine after a few hours.” 

Ye Lu did not know what kind of repercussions his blow had brought, but soon, the news of “Cold-

blooded Yan Lo” being killed spread through the underground world and the assassin community. 

“The One Day Killer is finally dead, no surprise there.” 

Some people laughed at the news and said. 

“He had done too much killing, it was only a matter of time before he was killed, and the bastard had 

obviously affected the price of the whole assassin world, but who could have killed him, he had always 

been very careful.” 

“It’s said to be someone new out there, and supposedly a cultivator of the Ascendant realm.” 

“Innate realm, don’t be ridiculous, I don’t know how many ‘Patriarch level’ ones that guy has killed, I 

remember he even went to that side of Europe last time and killed the president of a small country, 

although I don’t like him, I admire him for his level.” 

“I watched the video, it’s quite shocking, the guy who killed him is called Mr. Luo, watching the video he 

should have the bloodline of the ‘Divine Beast White Tiger’.” 

“‘Divine Beast White Tiger’, are you talking about the Jin family? They’ve run out of screw-ups long ago, 

right? They’re not even a small family now, right?” 

“However, looking at that ‘virtual shadow’ it is indeed of the ‘Divine Beast White Tiger’, if the rumours 

are true, I’m afraid that only those with the bloodline of the ‘Divine Beast White Tiger’ Only people with 

the bloodline of the ‘Divine Beast White Tiger’ would have this ability.” 

“This Mr. Luo is too demonic, I wonder how the ‘Dark Dragon’ people will react.” 

“What can they do, they took the mission normally and then failed to complete it, they can only admit 

their bad luck.” 

**** 

The capital, the Jin family. 

The head of the Jin family was in his room watching a bunch of girls perform a song and dance for him, 

when he heard someone knocking on the door. 

“Who is so ungrateful as to disturb my elegance.” 



The head of the Jin family said impatiently as he looked at the door with a revealing woman in his arms. 

“Let him in.” 

Following that, a subordinate walked in with a breeze. 

Behind this subordinate was followed by a tall teenager who looked somewhat sullen. 

“Family head, this matter is indeed an important matter because this teenager said that he is your son.” 

Hearing this man’s words, not only the family head of the Jin family, but everyone present stopped what 

they were doing to look at this tall teenager who didn’t say a word. 

“What’s going on?” 

The head of the Jin family asked with a frown. 

The subordinate did not speak, but looked at Jin Kun, and only after a long time did Jin Kun say. 

“My mother asked me to find you, her name is Miao Miao and she said that you are my father.” 

When he heard the name Miao Miao, the head of the Jin family scratched his hair, he didn’t remember 

much about the name anymore, however, he had been a flirt when he was young, so he felt that it was a 

possibility. 

So, he grabbed Jin Kun’s arm quickly and then checked it out. 

“Say, who are you really, you don’t have the ‘White Tiger’ bloodline in you, you can’t fool me about 

that.” 

After checking, the Jin family head then said with a frown. 

Jin Kun then said. 

“A friend said that I have a recessive bloodline, and he can help me activate a pure white tiger 

bloodline.” 

Hearing Jin Kun’s words, the Jin Family’s family head then laughed out loud. 

“Just brag, you still have a pure bloodline, our family hasn’t produced a person with a bloodline purity of 

over fifty percent for thousands of years, who is your friend that is so awesome?” 

To this question Jin Kun didn’t answer, because it concerned Ye Luo, and he didn’t know if he would 

bring any trouble to Ye Luo. 

However, just as he was thinking, the head of the Jin family had already waved his hand impatiently and 

said. 

“Get out, get out, get as far away as you can, this lie is told without even a draft, and activating the 

hidden bloodline, does he think he is a god?” 

Following that, the subordinates blasted Jin Kun out. 

“There’s actually someone impersonating my son, day!” 



The head of the Jin family scratched his hair in some depression before he went to get high again with a 

beautiful woman in his arms. 

However, just a few minutes later, there was another knock at the door. 

“Family head, this matter is also very important, I must report it to you, take a look at this video.” 

With those words this subordinate handed the phone in his hand to the Jin family’s family head. 

In the phone was the scene where Ye Lu released the “White Tiger Void” and fought with the “Cold 

Blooded Yan Lo”, seeing this scene, the family head of the Jin family stood up violently. 

Other people might not know about the White Tiger Void, but as the head of the Jin Family, he was also 

a “Sovereign” level practitioner, so of course he knew about his family’s bloodline void. 

“How could there be someone who can use our family’s ‘divine ability’? Looking at the solidity of the 

shadow, this person’s bloodline should be quite pure.” 

The Golden Family Head was certainly knowledgeable. 

When the Golden Family Head finished speaking, the subordinate looked at him and said. 

“So, I wanted to come and ask the family head if this person is that whatever you left out there all those 

years ago, that you know.” 

Hearing this fellow’s words, the Jin family head started scratching his head again. 

To be honest, he was vague about this matter, because he had left too many affairs outside over the 

years, and he didn’t know which woman he had slept with, and he didn’t know if he had a child 

afterwards. 

“Maybe it’s possible, but I really don’t remember, have you found out anything about this man?” 

As a result, the subordinate said. 

“Checked, however, this person is very mysterious, it is impossible to know his details, moreover, he is 

very strong, in the video you saw, he killed the person ranked forty-nine on the ‘Killer Earth Ranking’, 

you may not know, family head, I have investigated, the ‘Killer Earth Ranking ‘ There are close to thirty-

two people in total on the list in the Chinese region, all of them are very famous killers, this person 

called Mr. Luo can definitely sweep the other three great clans.” 

Hearing the words of this subordinate of yours, the family head of the Jin family only understood what 

this man meant. 

“Oh! You kid are so smart, you mean to get him back to the clan and then shock the other three great 

clans, don’t you?” 

The subordinate smiled and nodded his head. 

The family head of the Jin family certainly agreed with this plan, and he said with a smile. 

“What an evil day, a son just came and this another one came out, moreover, one is a waste and the 

other is a genius, go and find this man, make sure you drag Mr. Luo to our family.” 



However, not long after this man left, someone else came knocking on the door. 

“Holy shit! Is there an end to this or not.” 

The Jin family head said with some impatience. 

However, he opened the door and a short man followed him in. The head of the Jin family frowned 

when he saw that the man looked familiar. 

And he noticed that the servant who had brought him in had a bruised nose. 

So he frowned and asked. 

“Didn’t I tell you, don’t bother me if you don’t have something important to do or an important guest.” 

As a result, the guy said with a sad face. 

“Family head, this person is likely to be the important guest.” 

The Jin family head looked at this little dwarf and asked with a frown. 

“Who are you? What do you want from me and you dare to claim that you are an important guest.” 

As a result, this guy looked at the Golden Family Master and said with a smile. 

“I am indeed an honoured guest of your family, because I, Miyamoto Nagai, am about to become the 

head of your Jin family, do you think I am important?” 
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Hearing this fellow’s words, the head of the Jin family was taken aback as he looked at the other man 

and said. 

“You are a Japanese devil?” 

Following that, the family head of the Jin family then stared at this guy and asked. 

“Do you have a bubble in your head? Come to our house and pretend to be something big, don’t you 

know that Japanese and dogs are most unwelcome in my Jin family?” 

As a result, the guy laughed and said. 

“Oh, what’s the use of showing off your tongue, to a talentless guy like you, you can just move your 

lips.” 

When Miyamoto Nagai finished speaking, he directly struck out. 

He flew out a palm. 

The master of the Jin family was unreliable, but he was still a real “master” expert, so he also struck out 

at the same time, but he didn’t know the magic power of the Jin family, so he also struck out quickly. 

“Boom!” 



The two palms collided and the Jin Family’s Clan Master was instantly sent flying. 

“You’re a second level clan master?” 

The family head of the Jin Family asked as he looked at the other party with some surprise. 

As a result, the little dwarf shook his head and said. 

“Wrong, I’m a rank three clan master, I wonder if that’s enough to take over your family?” 

The Jin family’s family head said with a “bah”. 

“Enough is not enough, if you want me to submit, you can dream about it.” 

However, the consequence of his action was an immediate beating, followed by Miyamoto Nagai, who 

sat down and looked at him leisurely and said. 

“Don’t worry, we won’t do anything to you for the time being, except, take your family’s direct 

descendants somewhere for a visit.” 

Speaking the truth, Miyamoto Nagai then clapped his hands. 

Several more shinobi walked in. 

**** 

At this moment, Ye Lu and Jasmine were heading towards the direction of “Yanjing University of Chinese 

Medicine”. 

“Green Dragon, White Tiger, Vermilion Bird, Xuanwu ……” 

Ye Luo muttered to himself as he sat in the car and toned his body. 

The Four Sacred Beasts were still very famous in China, and combined with the four ancient martial arts 

families, Ye Lu felt that most of these four families corresponded to the bloodline of the Four Sacred 

Beasts. 

So far, the Dragon Family corresponded to the “Divine Beast Green Dragon”, while the Jin Family 

corresponded to the “Divine Beast White Tiger”, then the Ye Family and the Lin Family corresponded to 

the “Divine Beast Vermilion Bird” and the “Divine Beast Xuanwu”, but he didn’t know the exact 

correspondence. 

“Could the people of the ‘Xuan Tian Clan’ be looking for the four ancient martial arts families to have 

something to do with this bloodline of the family?” 

Ye Lu felt that this should be very likely, otherwise they shouldn’t have acted against the four clans at 

the same time. 

“Related to the ‘Immortal Pill’ and related to the bloodline of the four great families, what exactly is the 

‘Xuan Tian Clan’ trying to do?” 

No matter what they did, the Xuan Tian Clan did not succeed last time, Ye Luo felt that most of them 

would not stop, it was just a matter of how soon or late they would do it. 



Of course, Ye Luo did not have any friendship with these four clans, as long as Long Fei Xue and the girls 

were not involved in it. 

Even if the Xuantian Clan wanted to find the “Masked Silk Stocking Warrior”, they would have no way to 

find him. 

While Ye Lu was answering to the cave at the back of the school, Dokgo Ao’s Iron Blood Martial School 

was bustling with activity as a large group of reporters and many young people surrounded the entrance 

of the school. 

Some of them wanted to interview Dokgo Ao, while others came to pay homage to his master. 

“Excuse me, can we interview Master Dokgo?” 

“Yes, your martial school must be very happy to be the ‘No.1 martial school in the martial world’.” 

“That’s right, isn’t the martial arts school opening today, let us in for a bit.” 

“Yes, yes, we’re here to pay our respects.” 

…… 

The “Iron Blood Martial School” had never been this busy before, and this simply made her feel like a 

celebrity meet and greet. 

She had never dealt with such a situation before, so she told everyone that she had to go and ask her 

grandfather for permission. 

Following that, she darted into the martial arts school. 

Dokgo Ao was not in the habit of surfing the internet, and Dokgo Chisha was busy with her training, so 

neither of them were aware of the news that the kick-off had ended. 

“Chisha, what are you rushing about?” 

Dokgo Ao looked at his granddaughter who was in a hurry and asked, this shitty martial arts school had 

nothing to do all day, did Ye Lu fail and someone came to kick the school again? 

Just as the fox was wondering, Dokgo Qianshak said instead. 

“Grandpa, suddenly there are a lot of people coming, saying something about our martial school 

becoming the ‘number one martial school in the martial world’, there are a lot of reporters coming to 

interview you, and a whole lot of people who want to sign up for our martial school, it should be your 

disciple who has succeeded in kicking the school.” 

Hearing Dokugo Qianshak’s words, Dokugo Ao stood up with a huo. 

“Successful? This is too fast, there are dozens of martial arts schools in total between the two sides this 

time, have they been kicked out so quickly?” 

He didn’t know that the martial arts schools behind him had all surrendered. 

“Come on, let’s go to the entrance and take a look.” 



Following that, the two arrived at the entrance, only for Dokgo Ao to see that thousands of people had 

actually gathered at the entrance, a scene that flattered him a little, and there were many media 

reporters, all of them holding various equipment. 

“May I ask Master Dokgo, what did you teach Mr. Luo to make him so strong?” 

When he saw Dokgo Ao come out, a reporter immediately asked in a loud voice. 

Dokgo Ao didn’t even think about it and said. 

“Fight!” 

Hearing his words, everyone was stunned, before Dokgo Ao said in a straight face. 

“If you want to enter our ‘Iron Blood Martial School’ you have to understand the meaning of the word 

‘Iron Blood’, so you have to be able to bear hardship and resist beatings, there were hundreds of 

disciples who studied here, but it was because they could not bear hardship that they all left, only Mr. 

Luo is not afraid of suffering, that’s why he has achieved what he has.” 

“So, those who want to join our ‘Iron Blood Martial School’ should be prepared to suffer.” 

Having said that, he then shouted loudly. 

“Are you all ready?” 

A large group of people all shouted with fervour. 

“Always ready!” 

Dokgo Ao was very satisfied with this, and he smiled and said. 

“Good, then everyone go and pay up.” 

Dokgo Ao was not good at managing money and didn’t want to go and make money, so the two of 

them, grandfather and grandson, had been sitting on their money, the tuition money that Long Fei Xue 

had helped Ye Lu to pay the two of them had paid off their debts, the rest had long since been spent by 

them, it had been a long time since they had had a big meal, so Dokgo Jian felt that everything else was 

a floating cloud, hurrying up and getting some money was the way to go. 

It was estimated that this guy should be the poorest Xiantian expert under the sky. 

Seeing that quite a number of people had gone to Dokugo Chisha to pay, Dokugo Ao laughed happily. 

“This is a good disciple, tomorrow we will make a plaque with ‘The First Martial School of the Martial 

World’ and put it underneath the current plaque, it will be perfect.” 

Dokgo Ao looked at the facade of the Iron Blood Martial School and muttered to himself, he did not 

understand that the fact that his martial school could not continue had nothing to do with this. 

In the conference room of the Southern Martial Arts School, everyone was looking at each other with 

disbelief. 

“What’s going on with this Mr. Luo?” one man said in confusion. 



One man said in confusion. 

“At first, he seemed to be struggling to beat a ‘Level 1 Grandmaster’, so I felt that he was taking 

advantage of the situation, but then he was actually able to beat even a Level 2 Grandmaster, and this 

time, he even took out an assassin who was ranked forty-nine on the ‘Assassin Ranking’, which is too 

terrifying, right?” 

“Could he be pretending to be a pig and eating a tiger, he can’t really be a ‘Saint Grade’ expert.” 

As a result, the owner of the “Southern School Mo Family Fist”, who was initially beaten by Ye Lu, said. 

“Definitely not, even if he is beyond a Grandmaster, I should be able to feel the aura in his body, there is 

no essential difference between the ‘innate astral qi’ and our aura, just like a strong Dark Energy 

practitioner can feel the ‘astral qi’ in my body. ‘ in general, trying to feel it completely, unless the Qi in 

his body is fundamentally different from ours, but I’ve never heard of such a thing.” 

Hearing him finish, the others nodded as well. 

Because although the cultivation methods, directions of cultivators were very different, and the 

cultivators themselves were divided into many types of humans, demonic beasts, ghosts and so on, 

however, because the laws of heaven and earth were the same, mostly in the same way, what everyone 

used in the end was still the qi of heaven and earth and the laws, so the crowd did not feel that Ye Lu 

would be an existence that transcended the rules. 

“Could it be related to his bloodline, that ‘White Tiger Void’ is too terrifying, he couldn’t be a 

reincarnation of the divine beast White Tiger and become a human being.” 

No one said anything about this, because such a thing as a “divine beast” had not appeared since the 

legendary “Battle of Extinction”, and the occasional person who inherited the bloodline of a divine beast 

was already quite terrifying, not to mention the reincarnation of a divine beast. 

“Alright, this is the end of the matter.” 

At this time, the “Transmission Elder” waved his hand and said. 

“Although the matter of the martial school has been ruined, we still have another thing to do this time, 

and that is to hold a ‘Martial Assembly’.” 

When they heard the words “Martial Assembly”, everyone shut up instantly. 

 


